
Institute of Metal Physics studies of the system of
gold-copper alloys have shown that it is possible to
produce high-strength ordered alloys with a number of
optimum properties, combinations that are stable over
broad temperature ranges. It has been proposed that
domain boundaries be used to strengthen the alloys.1'2

For domain boundaries to be decisive in improving the
strength characteristics of Cu3Au-type alloys, it is
necessary to combine two phase transitions in the al-
loy: atomic ordering and decay of a supersaturated sol-
id solution. When these processes are brought about
simultaneously, the grain boundaries become sites of
heterogeneous nucleation of a precipitating phase. By
varying the amount and species of the alloying additive
and the dimension of the domain-boundary volume grid
it is possible to modify the mechanical properties of the
ordered alloy over very wide ranges. For example, the
yield point can be raised from 60 to 780 MPa by alloy-
ing with silver. Such alloys have already qualified as
high-strength materials.

A periodic antiphase domain structure with a period
ranging from 2 to 20 lattice constants can be formed by
special alloying of CvLjAu. The density of the domain
boundaries is especially high in such alloys. Periodic
antiphase domain boundaries may also be sites of het-
erogeneous nucleation of a precipitating phase.3 Struc-
tures of this type may be interesting not only for devel-
opment of high-strength alloys, but also for that of spe-
cial magnetic alloys that have antiferromagnetic segre-
gations in a ferromagnetic matrix or ferromagnetic-
phase segregations in an antiferromagnetic surrounding.

It is possible that structures in which superconducting
and nonsuperconducting interlayers alternate in strictly
regular fashion, at intervals of a few lattice param-
eters, may be interesting for the development of super-
conducting materials.

The strength properties of equiatomic alloys of the
CuAu type can be raised by domain-boundary hardening
without additional alloying. The highly distinctive or-
dering of atoms of different species in ordered alloys
of equiatomic composition complicates domain struc-
ture. Domain boundaries at which atoms of different
species are arranged in mutually perpendicular layers
make their appearance in addition to the antiphase do-
main boundaries. High-strength ordered alloys with
yield points of 730-830 MPa can be obtained by refining
the domain structure. These alloys retain the entire
combination of optimum properties inherent to the or-
dered state, and are useful in solving many contempo-
rary instrumentation problems. With supplementary
alloying and combined atomic-order ing and solid-solu-
tion-decay strengthening, it is possible to raise the
yield point to 1300 MPa.1 Alloys of this type offer the
greatest promise for the development of high-strength
ordered alloys.
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V. A. Trapeznikov. Investigation of the surface lay-
ers of solids by electron spectroscopy. The sometimes
decisive influence of the surfaces and surface states
of solids on electron structure and mechanical proper-
ties are discussed. The author reviews the results of
classical work on the decrease in the strength of sodi-
um chloride crystals that results from friction on their
outer surfaces (A. F. loffe), on Lntergranular internal
adsorption of impurities on internal interfaces in steels
(V. L Arkharov), and on determination of the intrinsic
surface states responsible for the finite dimensions of
test specimens (L E. Tamm). Electron-spectroscopic
studies (including original papers) of the external and
internal surfaces of metals and semiconductors are re-
viewed.1

Studies of outer surfaces of amorphous and crystal-
line silicon have indicated a significant difference be-
tween the distributions of the states in the valence
band,2 and an electron line with an energy of 32 eV ap-
pears in alloys of iron with carbon, chromium and im-
purities in the amorphous state, although it is absent in
the crystalline state.3 Studies of the composition and
oxidation depth of tungsten-powder surface layers are
reported.4 Examples of analysis of ultrathin surface
layers on nickel, zirconium, niobium, palladium,
steel, and thermionic-electronics elements are pre-

sented in comparison with other methods of nondestruc-
tive external-surface quality control.5

Studies of internal interfaces (grain boundaries, tn-
terphase boundaries, intermediate layers between plat-
ings and bases) are represented by several papers on
x-ray-electron and Auger spectroscopic studies of
fracture surfaces produced by temper brittleness and
stony fracture in steel.6 Data on the composition,
structure, and properties of the transitional layer be-
tween a chromium plating and steel and on the nature of
the adhesion of copper to aluminum oxide7 in the aging
of aluminum alloys are given.

Advances in the development of electron spectrom-
eters,8 procedures, and accessories for treatment of
specimens in the spectrometer vacuum (mechanical9

and ionic10 cleaning, fracturing specimens, and cooling
them to nitrogen temperatures) are reported. The lat-
ter opens the way to study of biological specimens. The
first studies of dried and frozen blood indicate signifi-
cant changes in the intensities and positions of the elec-
tron lines of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen between
young and old and between sick and healthy humans.
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V. E. Shcherbinin. Magnetic, magnetoelastic, and
magnetoacaustic nondestructive quality-control meth-
ods. In our day, we have seen nondestructive quality
control, which was originally a sorting procedure, grow
into a tool for active intervention in the production
process. In the broad sense of the phrase, nondestruc-
tive quality control methods may be understood as
means of evaluating the functional serviceability of
products, with the result determined by the set of phys-
ical, chemical, and structural properties that assure
performance of the product under a given set of condi-
tions; this evaluation should be used at all stages in
production and should influence the production process.

In nondestructive testing, the object of control is sub-
jected to a physical field, and the condition of the ob-
ject is judged from its response. Quality-control meth-
ods in which constant magnetic fields are used are
called magnetic methods. They can be used in solving
three classes of technical problems: determination of
the mechanical properties of ferromagnetic products,
measurement of geometric parameters, and detection
of breaks in continuity.

Mechanical-property testing is based on the correla-
tion between the mechanical properties required of the
product and its magnetic characteristics. Quite often,
it is sufficient to use only one magnetic characteristic,
for example, coercive force, to establish product qual-
ity. For example, the coercimeter designed by M. N.
Mikheev is widely used in quality control of the heat
treatment of steels.1 In other cases, e.g., quality con-
trol of certain alloy steels, two characteristics are
used or the entire hysteresis loop is studied.

In a magnetoelastic method that we have proposed for
the same applications, the product is magnetized and
then loaded in its elastic range, and mechanical prop-
erties such as hardness are judged from the change A-B.
This makes it possible to set up quality-control proce-
dures for products made from such steels as 40Kh and

other high-carbon alloy steels after medium- and high-
temperature tempering. Automatic flaw detectors that
embody this principle are now being used successfully
in industry.2

Elastic vibrations in the acoustic-resonance range
can be set up in a product by applying alternating loads.
In the range of magnetizing fields where the basic proc-
esses are those of rotation of the spontaneous-magneti-
zation vectors, the emf from the magnetoelastic effect
has the same hardness dependence for all steels with no
exceptions.

Use of electromagnetoacoustic (EMA) conversions
opens up interesting possibilities. The coefficient of
EMA conversion is not sufficient to permit use of EMA
instead of the usual contact transducers (for example,
piezoelements) to set up elastic vibrations in the pro-
ducts. However, a resonant condition can be used for
many articles. For example, we have achieved quality-
control of products in the form of disks, which were
placed in a polarizing field with automatic recording of
the deviations from the resonant frequency. It is pos-
sible to check over 1000 pieces per minute and, no less
importantly, to reject any defective pieces, no matter
where the defects occur (on the surface of the metal or
in its interior). Another promising trend in EMA con-
version is prediction of stressed states in ferromagne-
tics, since the EMA signal depends quite strongly on
magnetostriction under certain conditions.3
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